
Foot Pocket Installation Guide 
Mares Razor

Insert the blade into the pocket by
bending the side rails back out of the way

of the blade. 
Mark the position of the �xing kit holes with

 a permanent marker

Drill 4mm holes using light pressure  in the 
centre of the marks

Using a countersink bit remove sharp
edges from holes

A larger diamter drill bit can also 
be used to remove sharp edges by hand only

Push the blade all the way into the pocket
until the screw holes in the blade align with

t he holes in the pocket.

Insert the top �xing kit plate as shown



Push the blade all the way into the pocket
until the screw holes in the blade align with

t he holes in the pocket.

Place the bottom plate and screws in position
and tighten screws half way only

Sight along the top of the �n and ensure 
the bladeis aligned with the pocket Turn the �n over and do the same

along the bottom of the �n
adjust as required



Fully tighten the �xing kit screws
with the plate positioned as shown

Bend back the tendon rails so the 
groove in the tandon opens to accept the �n 

side rail T section. Use soay water 
only to aid in attaching. Do not use silicone spray

Place the tendon rails clips in place using 
circlip pliers if available. or work them 

over the rail by hand
Place a drop of super glue
on each edge of the clip

to ensure they will not come loose

CAUTION: When drilling composite materials appropriate Personal 
Protective Equipment and Clothing should be used Including 
protective eyewear, hearing protection, long sleeved shirt and 
long trousers. A P2 dust mask should be used at all times when 
drilling composite materials.

For more information please contact Penetrator Fins.
Emails: admin@penetrator�ns.com
Tel: 0408028467


